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Dissipative production of a maximally entangled
steady state of two quantum bits
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Entangled states are a key resource in fundamental quantum physics,
quantum cryptography and quantum computation1. Introduction
of controlled unitary processes—quantum gates—to a quantum
system has so far been the most widely used method to create entanglement deterministically2. These processes require high-fidelity
state preparation and minimization of the decoherence that inevitably arises from coupling between the system and the environment,
and imperfect control of the system parameters. Here we combine
unitary processes with engineered dissipation to deterministically
produce and stabilize an approximate Bell state of two trapped-ion
quantum bits (qubits), independent of their initial states. Compared
with previous studies that involved dissipative entanglement of
atomic ensembles3 or the application of sequences of multiple timedependent gates to trapped ions4, we implement our combined process
using trapped-ion qubits in a continuous time-independent fashion
(analogous to optical pumping of atomic states). By continuously
driving the system towards the steady state, entanglement is stabilized even in the presence of experimental noise and decoherence.
Our demonstration of an entangled steady state of two qubits represents a step towards dissipative state engineering, dissipative quantum
computation and dissipative phase transitions5–7. Following this
approach, engineered coupling to the environment may be applied
to a broad range of experimental systems to achieve desired quantum
dynamics or steady states. Indeed, concurrently with this work, an
entangled steady state of two superconducting qubits was demonstrated using dissipation8.
Trapped ions are one of the leading experimental platforms for
quantum information processing, and advanced protocols using unitary quantum gates have been demonstrated (see, for example, refs 9, 10).
However, decoherence and dissipation from coupling to the environment remains a challenge. One approach to overcome this relies
on active feedback11–17. Such feedback techniques may be extended
to quantum error correction, which can stabilize entangled states or realize
fault-tolerant quantum computations. This will, however, require
high-fidelity quantum gates and large qubit overheads that are beyond
the reach of current experiments2. Recently, a complementary approach
has been proposed to create entangled states or perform quantum
computing by engineering the continuous interaction of the system
with its environment5–7,18–28. In our experiment, we take a step towards
harnessing dissipation for quantum information processing by producing an entangled state that is inherently stabilized against decoherence by the applied interactions in a setting fully compatible with
quantum computation. With this technique, we realize maximally
entangled steady states with a fidelity of F 5 0.75(3) by simultaneously
applying a combination of time-independent fields. We also demonstrate that a stepwise application of these fields can speed up the
dynamics of the scheme and achieve a fidelity of F 5 0.89(2) after
approximately 30 repetitions. In both cases, the errors can be attributed
to known experimental imperfections. Although these errors lead to a
lower fidelity for entanglement preparation in our system as compared

to unitary gates10, the dissipative technique is much less sensitive to
certain sources of experimental noise—for example, laser intensity
fluctuations common to both qubits—and so may lead to improved
performance in other trapped-ion systems where this is the dominant
error. In the Supplementary Information we model the errors for the
dissipative entanglement preparation and propose how they can be
reduced.
Our scheme uses an ion chain with two qubit ions and at least one
‘coolant’ ion for sympathetic cooling29 of the qubit ions’ motion. We
consider a normal motional mode of this ion chain having frequency n
. We cool the motional mode to n
<0 by
and mean motional quanta n
laser-cooling the coolant ion (or ions) and thus effectively couple the
vibration to a zero-temperature bath with the phonon loss rate denoted
by k. As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider four energy levels of each qubit
ion (9Be1), where j"æ and j#æ are the qubit ‘spin’ states, jaæ is an auxiliary
state and jeæ is a fast-decaying excited electronic state. A sideband
excitation, with Hamiltonian Hs ; Vs(j"æ1Æ#j 1 j"æ2Æ#j)b1 1 h.c. in
the atomic and motional rotating frame, couples the two ions’ spins
via their motion (here Vs denotes the Rabi frequency, b1 is the
motional-mode Fock-state creation operator, the number subscripts
denote the qubit ion number, and h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate). A
carrier interaction with Hamiltonian Hc ; Vc(jaæ1Æ"j 1 jaæ2Æ"j) 1 h.c.
drives the j"æ « jaæ transition of each ion with Rabi frequency Vc, and
a repump laser incoherently drives jai?j ;i, j"æ by coupling to the
intermediate state jeæ at a rate c (see Fig. 1a). All the above transitions
are homogeneously driven for both qubit ions, such that individual
addressing is not needed for this scheme. These couplings ensure that
1
the maximally entangled singlet state jSi: pﬃﬃﬃ ðj :;i{j ;:iÞ is the
2
only steady state of the effective dynamics30 in the regime c, k, Vc = Vs.
For an intuitive understanding of the scheme, we first consider only
the sideband excitation and the sympathetic cooling (blue lines in
Fig. 1a), which, when applied together, have two dark states that are
not affected by the interactions j""æj0æ and jSæj0æ. The remaining basis
1
states of the qubits, j##æ and jTi: pﬃﬃﬃ ðj :;izj ;:iÞ, are driven by Hs
2
and eventually pumped to j""æj0æ by the combination of the sideband
drive and the sympathetic cooling (Fig. 1b). The effect of adding the
carrier drive Hc is to couple the j""æ state to a combination of the j"aæ,
1
ja"æ and jaaæ states and the jSæ state to the jSa i: pﬃﬃﬃ ðja ;i{j; aiÞ
2
state. However, assuming the ions are in the ground state of motion,
the dressed states of the sideband Hamiltonian Hs containing jSaæ have
eigenenergies 6Vs, while jSæ, j""æ, j"aæ and ja"æ are dark states of Hs
with zero eigenenergy. Thus, the transition from jSæj0æ to jSaæj0æ is
shifted out of resonance with the carrier drive and therefore suppressed for Vc =Vs . On the other hand, the transitions from the
j""æj0æ state to the j"aæj0æ and ja"æj0æ states are not energy shifted
and remain resonant. The repumping laser incoherently transfers the
state jaæ back to the j"æ and j#æ qubit manifold. Thus, the combination
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Figure 1 | Energy levels and entanglement preparation scheme. a, The
internal energy levels (not to scale) of 9Be1 are shown as thick solid black lines
for the ground motional state and dashed lines for the first excited motional
state. The couplings needed to produce steady-state entanglement are shown
with blue arrows for the strong sideband coupling (Vs) and sympathetic
cooling, and by patterned and dashed red arrows for the weak microwave
coupling (Vc), repumping (c), and spontaneous emission from the | eæ state.
Wavy arrows depict the dissipative processes. b, Four spin states that span the
| "æ, | #æ qubit manifold of the two 9Be1 ions are shown as horizontal lines.

Transfer processes that are accomplished by the sideband drive and
sympathetic cooling are shown as blue arrows, whereas processes that occur by
coupling the | "æ state to the auxiliary | aæ state followed by excitation with the
repumping beam and decay by spontaneous emission are shown as dashed red
arrows. Processes shown as thin dotted red lines are shifted out of resonance
owing to the strong sideband coupling, leading to accumulation of population
in the maximally entangled state | Sæ in steady state. Further details about the
rates for each process are given in Supplementary Information.

of Hc and the repumping beam create a process to pump j""æ to jSæ as
well as a depumping process from jSæ to j##æ, jTæ and j""æ, although the
latter is significantly slower (Fig. 1b). In the limit where the rate of
pumping other states into jSæ is much greater than the depumping rate
from jSæ, the steady state will approach jSæ. The ratio of these rates can
be made arbitrarily high by reducing the values of c, k and Vc compared to Vs and in steady state the fidelity of the maximally entangled
state jSæ can approach unity (see Supplementary Information).
Fluctuations in the values of these parameters do not reduce the fidelity
of the entangled state as long as the values of c, k and Vc remain small
compared to Vs, which is in contrast to the method of entanglement
preparation via unitary gates.
For our experimental implementation, we confine a 9Be1–24Mg1–
24
Mg1–9Be1 four-ion chain in a linear radio-frequency Paul trap10.
The two 9Be1 ions serve as qubit ions while the two 24Mg1 ions are
used for sympathetic cooling. The ion chain lies along the axis of the
trap, the axis of weakest confinement, and has an extent of approximately 11 mm. We label the four-ion axial modes {1, 2, 3, 4}, and they
have mode frequencies n1–4 < {2.0, 4.1, 5.5, 5.8 MHz}, respectively. An
internal-state quantization magnetic field B < 11.964 mT is applied
along a direction that is at 45u to the trap axis, which breaks the
degeneracy of the magnetic sub-levels of 9Be1 and 24Mg1. As depicted
in Fig. 1a, we utilize the 9Be1 internal states jF 5 1, mF 5 1æ ; j"æ,
j2, 2æ ; j#æ and j2, 1æ ; jaæ. To create the sideband coupling term Hs,
we apply two 313 nm laser beams in a Raman configuration tuned
approximately 270 GHz below the 2s 2S1/2 to 2p 2P1/2 transition with
a frequency difference equal to f0 1 n3 where f0 < 1.018 GHz is the
resonant transition frequency between the j#æ and j"æ states. The two
beams are derived from the same laser and frequency-shifted using
acousto-optic modulators. The difference wave vector of the two
beams is parallel to the trap axis. Microwaves are used to drive resonant
transitions between the j"æ state and the jaæ state (f < 1.121 GHz) to
create Hc. We also apply a repump laser beam to drive the jaæ state to
the 2p 2P1/2j2, 2æ state, which subsequently spontaneously emits a
photon and decays to j"æ, j#æ or jaæ with a branching ratio of approximately 5:4:3. Phonon excitations due to the photon recoil are removed
by the sympathetic cooling. To cool the 24Mg1 ions, a Doppler cooling
beam, two Raman-sideband beams, and a repump beam co-propagate
with the 9Be1 Raman beams. These beams (l < 280 nm) interact negligibly with the internal states of the 9Be1 ions. We initialize each
experiment by first applying Doppler cooling to 9Be1 and 24Mg1,
followed by 24Mg1 sideband cooling of all the axial modes to near
the ground state of motion. An optical pumping pulse initializes the

9 1
Be ions to the j##æ state. We then apply the dissipative entanglement
preparation operations, as detailed below. Finally, we perform spin-state
analysis to measure the populations of the jSæ, jTæ, j""æ and j##æ spin
states (see Methods).
We implement the entanglement scheme using mode 3, where the
9 1
Be ions oscillate in phase with each other but out of phase with the
24
Mg1 ions (which oscillate in phase). In one implementation of the
experiment, we apply the laser-induced sideband excitation, microwave-induced carrier excitation, repumping and sympathetic cooling
simultaneously (see Methods for parameter values) for a duration t
and obtain a steady-state singlet state fidelity of 0.75(3), as shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 | Steady-state entanglement. Measured populations of the singlet,
triplet, | ""æ and | ##æ states (respectively squares, crosses, circles and triangles)
are shown as a function of duration; the duration is the length of time during
which all elements of the dissipative entanglement scheme are applied
simultaneously. The system reaches a steady state with a 0.75(3) population in
the target singlet state after a few milliseconds. The solid lines are the result of a
simulation based on the experimental parameters (see Methods). The slow
decrease in the singlet state fidelity at long times visible in the simulation is due
to a leak of the qubits to spin states outside the | "æ, | #æ, | aæ manifold caused by
spontaneous emission from the lasers that generate the sideband coupling (see
Methods and Supplementary Information). Strictly speaking this depumping
means that the state is only a quasi-steady state. For our parameters there is,
however, a clear separation of the preparation and depumping timescales,
justifying the description as a steady state. Data are shown as mean 6 s.d.
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We model the experiment (solid lines in Fig. 2) taking into account:
(1) the additional spontaneous emission due to the off-resonant 9Be1
sideband laser beams, (2) the position fluctuations of those beams at
the ions’ location, which leads to unequal sideband Rabi rates for the
two 9Be1 ions, (3) off-resonant coupling of the sideband excitation to
other motional modes, and (4) heating processes (see Methods). The
model is in close agreement with the data and suggests that the resulting state is an incoherent mixture of jSæ and other states (mainly j""æ)
and the dominant errors come from the spontaneous emission
induced by the sideband laser beams and unequal sideband Rabi rates.
We also implement the scheme in a stepwise manner. In this case,
we can take advantage of coherences to speed up the entanglement
creation process and thereby reduce the effect of the spontaneous
emission induced by the 9Be1 sideband laser beams. Specifically, we
apply a sequence of steps, with each step consisting of a coherent pulse
with Hcoh 5 Hs 1 Hc followed by the dissipative processes of repumping and sympathetic cooling, applied sequentially (the order does not
matter). In the steady-state entanglement procedure outlined above,
we required Vc, c, k=Vs to suppress transitions from jSæ to jSaæ.
However, when Hcoh is applied without any dissipation, ions initially
in the jSæ state will oscillate between jSæ and a superposition of jSæ and
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V2s zV2c , assuming
jSaæ, which is dressed by Hs, with a period of 2p
the ions are in the motional ground state. Thus, by applying Hcoh for a
full oscillation period the interaction will be an identity operation for
the jSæ state while all other states will be partially transferred to the
auxiliary level jaæ, which can then be repumped to create jSæ. However,
if n ? 0 some population will be transferred out of the jSæ state because
the oscillation period is dependent on n. By taking advantage of the
coherent evolution, we relax the requirement Vc, c, k=Vs and the
entanglement preparation timescale can be shortened, which reduces
the error due to spontaneous emission induced by the sideband laser
beams. During the coherent process, the entangled state jSæ is no longer
strictly a steady state; however, if the ratio Vc/Vs is small, the evolution
of the state away from jSæ will be correspondingly small and jSæ
remains an approximate steady state.
The results of the stepwise experiment are shown in Fig. 3. We
obtain the singlet state with fidelity 0.89(2). We use the same model
as for the continuous case to predict the outcome of the stepwise scheme,
and find good agreement with the data (solid lines in Fig. 3), with the

largest sources of error coming from heating processes, unequal sideband Rabi rates, spontaneous emission caused by the 9Be1 sideband
lasers and off-resonant coupling of the sideband to mode 4.
We have presented deterministic steady-state pumping into a maximally entangled state with fidelities that are limited by known experimental imperfections. This result can be extended to other systems
where two-qubit quantum logic gates may not be feasible owing to
strong dissipation22, and represents a step towards harnessing dissipation for quantum information processing.

METHODS SUMMARY
The Methods section includes detailed descriptions of (1) the state detection and
analysis procedure, (2) the experimental parameters for continuous and stepwise
implementation of the scheme, and (3) the theoretical model used to produce the
solid lines in Figs 2 and 3.
Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Spin-state fidelity measurement. To detect the populations of the jSæ, jTæ, j""æ
and j##æ states, we need to obtain the relevant elements of the density matrix r
describing the state of the two 9Be1 ions during the experiment. Because each
ion may be found in any of the three ground states j"æ, j#æ, jaæ (Fig. 1), the
density matrix has dimensions 9 3 9. The singlet-state population is given by



1
zr;:,;: {Re r:;,;: and the triplet-state population is given by
r
2 :;,:;



1
zr;:,;: zRe r:;,;: . The fidelity of the target entangled state, F, is equal
r
2 :;,:;
to the singlet-state population. For the steady-state fidelity, we report the average
fidelity measured between 6 and 12 ms for the continuous case and between 35 and
59 steps in the stepwise case. We first measure the populations of the j#æ state by
collecting fluorescence photons from the laser-induced cycling transition j#æ « 2p
2
P3/2j3, 3æ of both 9Be1 ions together. We apply this detection beam for 250 ms and
collect photon counts with a photomultiplier tube (approximately 30 counts are
registered per ion in the j#æ state). We repeat the experiment and detection 400
times to obtain a histogram. We fit the histogram of counts to a Poisson distribution
to obtain the probabilities to measure both ions, one ion and zero ions in the j#æ state
denoted by P2, P1 and P0, respectively. Specifically, these probabilities are related to
the density matrix as follows: P2 5 r##,##, P1 5 r#",#" 1 r"#,"# 1 ra#,a# 1 r#a,#a,
and P0 5 r"","" 1 ra",a" 1 r"a,"a 1 raa,aa. We repeat the entanglement preparation scheme and perform a microwave p pulse on the j#æ « j"æ transition
followed by the same detection procedure to obtain: P2,p 5 r"","", P1,p 5
r"#,"# 1 r#",#" 1 ra",a" 1 r"a,"a, and P0,p 5 r##,## 1 ra#,a# 1 r#a,#a 1 raa,aa. Thus,
assuming the population of the jaaæ state is negligible (see below), we have
r"#,"# 1 r#",#" 5 P1 2 (P0,p 2 P2). To obtain the off-diagonal elements, we perform the same experiment but with a microwave p/2 pulse on the j#æ « j"æ
transition before the detection to obtain P2,p2 , P1,p2 and P0,p2 . The phase of
the microwave is randomized in each experiment. It can be shown that


1
1
Re r:;,;: ~{1=2z2P0,p2 z ðP2 {P0 Þz ðP2,p {P0,p Þ, which gives the last
2
2
piece of information needed to obtain the populations of the jSæ and jTæ states.
Owing to spontaneous Raman scattering caused by the sideband laser beams, it
is possible that the 9Be1 ions could be transferred to a hyperfine state outside the
j"æ, j#æ, jaæ manifold. However, this detection procedure does not distinguish these
states from the jaæ state. Our model predicts that the probability to find at least one
ion outside the three-state manifold is at most 5% for the data in Fig. 2 and 3% for
the data in Fig. 3. In future experiments, this population could be brought back to
the three-state manifold with additional repump beams.
To calculate the singlet fidelity above, we assumed that the probability to find
both atoms outside the j"æ, j#æ qubit manifold was negligible. For the data in Figs 2
and 3 we measured the probability to find at least one ion outside the qubit
manifold state, given by P0 1 P0,p 2 (P2 1 P2,p), to be 7(5)% and 2(2)% respectively for the steady state. We expect the probability to find both ions outside the
qubit manifold to be of the order of the square of the probability to find one ion
outside the qubit manifold, which is therefore small. Furthermore, our theoretical
model predicts the probability of finding both ions outside the qubit manifold to
be at most 1% for the continuous implementation and 0.05% for the stepwise
implementation.
Experimental parameters. For the continuous implementation of the scheme
shown in Fig. 2, the sideband Rabi rate was Vs 5 2p 3 7.8(1) kHz and the microwave Rabi rate was Vc 5 2p 3 0.543(6) kHz. The 1/e time for the repump beam to
deplete the jaæ state was 88 ms. The 1/e time for continuous sympathetic sideband
cooling of mode 3 was 203 ms; this was determined from an exponential fit of the
 versus sympathetic cooling time from the
average Fock-state occupation number n
<2:5 to a steady-state value, with cooling on, of
initial Doppler-cooled value of n
~0:11ð1Þ. The continuous sympathetic cooling was achieved by applying the
n
laser-induced Raman sideband for the 24Mg1 ions that couples the electronic





1 1
1
1
ground states F~ ,mF ~{ jni< , jn{1i simultaneously with a repump
2
2
2 2




1 1
1
1
beam that transfers  , jni? ,{ jni. The continuous sympathetic cooling
2 2
2
2
off-resonantly cooled the other axial modes 1, 2 and 4 with 1/e times of approximately 1,300 ms, 294 ms and 181 ms to thermal states with average Fock state occupation numbers of approximately 2.9, 0.95 and 0.12, respectively. The Rabi rate for
the 24Mg1 sideband transition on mode 3 was ,2p 3 11.9 kHz and the repumping
rate was ,2p 3 625 kHz (corresponding to a 1/e repump time of 1.6 ms). The

repumping rate was made significantly stronger than the sideband rate to eliminate
any coherent dynamics between the 24Mg1 spins and ion-crystal motion.
We implemented the stepwise scheme in the following way: in each step we first
sympathetically cooled each of the modes of the 9Be1–24Mg1–24Mg1–9Be1 chain
with 24Mg1 Raman sideband cooling31,32, followed by application of Hcoh for a
duration t2p, and at the end of each step we applied the repumping beam. The
populations of the qubit state were measured at the end of each step and plotted in
Fig. 3. The 9Be1 sideband Rabi rate was Vs 5 2p 3 8.4(1) kHz and the microwave
Rabi rate was Vc 5 2p 3 1.24(6) kHz. The repumping beam had a 1/e time of
approximately 3 ms and was turned on for 6 ms in each step. In each step, two
sympathetic cooling cycles were applied to mode 1, which has the largest heating
rate, and one cycle was applied to each of the remaining modes, with mode 3 being
the last. A sympathetic cooling cycle consists of a single motion subtracting sideband pulse applied to the 24Mg1 ions followed by a repump pulse. The five cooling
cycles were applied for a total duration of ,100 ms in each step.
In both cases, the ion spacing was set by adjusting the
pﬃﬃﬃstrength of the harmonic
2p 2
m{1 is the wavevecconfinement, such that Dkz 5 2pm where Dk <
313|10{9
tor difference of the 9Be1 Raman sideband lasers, z is the distance between
the 9Be1 ions, and m is an integer, such that the phase of the sideband excitation
was equal on both ions. For our confinement strength, z < 11 mm such that the
value of m was near 300. For modes where the qubit ions move in phase, the integer
value of m ensures Hs is as defined in the main text. However, in the general case
Hs ; Vs(j"æ1Æ#j 1 eiwj"æ2Æ#j)b1 1 h.c., where w is the phase difference between the
two 9Be1 ions of the sideband coupling, and the steady state of the system (includ  j:;i{eiw j;:i
pﬃﬃﬃ
ing the cooling, repumping and microwave carrier) is Dw :
.
2
Numerical model. We modelled our experiment using a master equation with a
coherent component describing the 9Be1 sideband and microwave carrier drives
and Lindblad operators describing the sympathetic cooling, repumping and spontaneous emission due to the 9Be1 sideband lasers. The coherent Hamiltonian is
i
r
r
1{ j :i1 h; jz 1z j :i2 h; jÞ bz
2
2


zVc jai1 h: jzjai2 h: j zh:c:

Hcoh :Vs

h

where r describes the Rabi-rate imbalance of the sideband on the two ions. The
pﬃﬃﬃ
Lindblad operator describing sympathetic cooling is given by Lk ~ kb, and the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
repumping is given by Lcj,a , where j is either the j"æ or j#æ state and Lcj,a ~ cj,a jai.
Heating processes that limit the sympathetic cooling are modelled with a Lindblad
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

operator Lkh ~ kh b{ , where kh is determined experimentally by measuring n
for mode 3 after sympathetic cooling (no other interactions are turned on). The
k
n
heating rate is given by kh ~
. For the continuous cooling used for the data in
1z
n
~0:11ð1Þ and for the stepwise case of Fig. 3 we found
Fig. 2 we found n
~0:08ð1Þ. We take into account spontaneous emission that incoherently
n
changes population from the state i to the state j (i ? j) caused by the 9Be1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sideband laser beams with Lindblad operators of the form Lj,i ~ C j,i j jihij,
33
where Cj,i can be calculated using the Kramers-Heisenberg formula . The error
caused by Rayleigh scattering (i 5 j) is negligible34. Off-resonant coupling to
mode 4 is taken into account with an additional Hamiltonian term

g 
H4 ~Vs 4 j :i1 h; j{j :i2 h; j cz e{idt zh:c:, where c1 is the raising operator
g3
for the fourth mode, d < 2p 3 250 kHz is the splitting between modes 3 and 4, and
g3 5 0.180 and g4 5 0.155 are the Lamb-Dicke parameters of modes 3 and 4,
respectively. The continuous implementation of the scheme is modelled by
numerically solving a master equation that includes all terms for a variable duration and a given value of r. We then obtain the theoretical prediction shown in
Fig. 2 by averaging simulations with different values of r using a Gaussian
distribution with an r.m.s. value of 0.014. This r.m.s. value was determined
from fits to qubit Rabi flopping curves for a single 9Be1 ion and for the
9 1 24
Be – Mg1–24Mg1–9Be1 ion chain. Percent-level fluctuations of Vs cause negligible changes to the predicted fidelity. The result of the calculation at the end of
each step is plotted in Fig. 3. In both cases, the initial state of the 9Be1 ions was
taken to be j##æjn 5 0æ. The particular initial state chosen affects the dynamics
only at short times and does not affect the steady state. All numerical models were
implemented by use of the quantum optics toolbox35.
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